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 You’re gonna have to bear with me because I don’t have much volume here and 

this story will definitely be on the test so I want to get it across if I can. 

 John Updike.  Born in 1932 and don’t you forget it.  I always feel that way when I 

see his birth date.  Because in every one of his 29 or 30 novels, at the end of all of his 

books, the back page it says “About the Author.”  I’ve read so many of them I almost 

have it memorized.  John Updike was born in Shillington, Pennsylvania, in 1932.  He 

attended Harvard College and the Ruskin School of Art in London, England.  Following 

that he took a job at The New Yorker and is now living in Massachusetts with his wife 

and two children — with his ex-wife — you know, with his second wife and three 

children.  I mean, that’s the only part they change. 

 Born in 1932.  And that was really important to him when his first books were 

coming out because — well, The Poorhouse Fair was 1958 and he was only 26 years 

old.  So he always was emphasizing, you know, for a long time he was so young.  Now 

he’s in his early seventies and he’s still putting out the books.  About every year and a 

half, sometimes yearly, Updike has a new novel.  I started collecting them about 10 or 

15 years ago.  Now I’m stuck and so annually I’ve got a $25, $28 purchase to make.  

People give them to me for Christmas sometimes.  But I’ve got about — I don’t know — 

probably seven feet of Updike and that’s okay because he’s one of our finest writers.  

He also writes not only novels, of course, but short fiction.  Some critics think his short 

fiction is better than his long fiction.  I tend to like the novels better but I think it’s all 

good. 

 He also writes criticism.  He continues to write for The New Yorker.  Where he 
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finds the time — well, I’ll tell you how he finds the time.  That’s all he does.  He writes.  

He doesn’t teach, he doesn’t lecture, he just writes and he writes very, very well.  Book 

reviews, essays, art criticism.  He has a book called Just Looking which is a series of 

essays about painting.  And if you’re interested in painting and criticism, Updike is 

accessible and really knows what he’s talking about.  It’s a great guide. 

 I mentioned The New Yorker.  He is certainly associated with The New Yorker 

and has been from the beginning of his career.  And in many ways, helped shape the 

contemporary short story because The New Yorker story for a long time was the model 

of what everybody wrote.  I heard a comment the other day from somebody who said he 

was sick of reading short stories because he was tired of epiphanies.  Saying, “Why do 

you always have to have an epiphany?”  Well, he seemed to have an awful lot of 

epiphanies or realizations or resolution of crises in Updike’s fiction.  There’s certainly 

one of those in this.  I wouldn’t exactly call it an epiphany, but the climax of this story is 

one that still shocks me when I read it, still gives me a slap. 

 But at any rate, he is known as the creator of middleness, chronicler of 

middleness.  He writes about the middle-class which is appropriate because the middle-

class is the class that reads fiction and most of the authors that write fiction come from 

the middle-class.  He’s often compared to William Dean Howells in that regard.  Also he 

would have this in common with Howells is that his fiction is often highly moral.  There’s 

often an ethical point to be made and that’s often true in Howells. 

 It mentions here that he graduated summa cum laude from Harvard.  He went to 

Harvard on a full scholarship.  He was the editor of The Harvard Lampoon and also the 
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cartoonist.  I’ve seen Updike’s cartoons and it’s a good thing that he became a writer.  

It’s just not that good.  But at any rate, he gave up art for writing. 

 The Poorhouse Fair was the first novel.  He made his big — most attention came 

in 1959 with Rabbit, Run which is about Rabbit Angstrom, and of course this turned into 

a tetralogy — four novels: Rabbit, Run, about 1959, Rabbit Redux, around 1968, Rabbit 

Is Rich, ‘79, and Rabbit at Rest, 1990.  So about every 10 years there have come out — 

another Rabbit Angstrom book would come out. 

 He is not Updike, but in many ways he’s Updike’s alter ego, some people like to 

say.  What Rabbit really is — he’s an ordinary man who was a high school athlete, who 

didn’t have much of a life after high school.  You know how that happens with some 

people.  He wound up working for his father-in-law, selling cars.  There were a lot of 

tragedies that go on and on and on, but through these novels Updike examines what’s 

going on in the United States. 

 So the one that comes out in 1779 has a lot of Richard Nixon in it because of 

what was going on in the mid ‘70s.  In the ‘69 novel, it had a lot to do with Vietnam and 

the Civil Rights Movement, and so forth.  Rabbit at Rest — we were all kind of not really 

sure whether Rabbit really died.  He had a heart attack, but we didn’t know whether he 

was dead or not and Updike was kind of coy about it.  And then in 2000, a collection of 

short stories called Licks of Love, the last chapter was another story about Rabbit in 

which we do know that now he is dead and so there won’t be another Rabbit book. 

 Some of these other novels — I mentioned Vietnam, by the way.  John Updike, 

one of the few authors of that time that supported the war.  And years later he did not 
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recant.  He said he still thought it was a noble mission, that our ideals were right, and 

our heart was in the right place in spite of the disaster that that war turned out to be.  

He’s also unusual in some regards.  We’re come across some religious writers like 

Flannery O’Connor.  Updike is a profound Christian, a Protestant.  Sometimes if you’re 

reading an Updike novel, his novels are often, often, nearly always extraordinarily 

explicit in their sexuality and the description of sex.  And you think, “My goodness.  This 

is a Christian writer,” and so forth.  I think Up dike is probably the best example of how 

you can write about anything you want to from a Christian point of view and he makes 

his point. 

 He has a memoir called Self-Consciousness that is a nice piece of 

autobiography.  He doesn’t go into his life so much as he does his childhood and his 

adolescence.  He suffers periodically from a skin affliction which accounts for a lot of his 

shyness and so forth.  He is divorced and remarried.  There was a period in the ‘60s, he 

said, “when I fell in love with other men’s wives.”  I don’t want to be judgmental about it, 

but if he hadn’t, he wouldn’t have been able to write some of the books, I believe.  If you 

read ‘em, you’ll see what I mean. 

 Couples, 1968 I believe it was, was on The New York Times Bestseller List 

forever and it was extraordinarily explicit in its sexuality.  It’s about couples and about 

these bored middle- and lower middle-class people who wind up in all kinds of different 

combinations of infidelities.  At the end of the novel, lightning strikes the church in a little 

town and burns it down.  You see how the symbolism comes in?  

 I’ve said “sex” so many times in connection with Updike.  I don’t really mean to.  I 
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like to read him for his stylistics.  Some people think it’s a little precious that he writes — 

that he’s too detailed, that he pays too much attention to tone and texture and beautiful 

writing, but I don’t think so.  I just thought about that.  In Couples, a woman is drinking a 

cup of tea and the woman who served it to her gave her a lemon twist, just a twist of 

lemon.  And in the tea, it curls up like a fetus.  She’s considering an abortion at the time 

and she looks down into the cup and sees this. 

 Let me get something that has nothing to do with sexuality.  In another one of his 

stories begins — he says, “All night long the soft, heavy snow had fallen and there had 

been no wind.  So in the morning, on the twigs of the branches of the tree outside the 

window, they stood 3 inches high like slices of white cake.”  Now, I’m paraphrasing.  But 

have you ever seen that?  Now, that’s the kind of thing you go, “Yeah, I know.” 

 He has a novel called Towards the End of Time that came out toward the end of 

time in 1997, which is really about age.  He, of course, was about 65 when he published 

this.  And it’s a beautiful book and it covers one year in the life of this man who’s 

growing old, realizing that he’s finally grown old.  I don’t believe they leave his backyard, 

the environs right around there, but every plant, every insect, every squirrel that comes 

down the road along the progress of the year is beautifully rendered so that you can 

absolutely see the passage of time and see the way the seasons go. 

 It’s one of those post-apocalyptic novels, one of those novels set in the future 

after whatever happens happens and things have — you know, and everything’s 

collapsed.  The United States is all right because although the government doesn’t 

function anymore, Fed-Ex took over everything ‘cause it had everything in place, and 
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they had the trucks and the planes and they had the personnel.  I think that’s kind of 

possible if you think about it. 

 One of my favorites that they don’t mention is Memories of the Ford 

Administration which was published in 1992.  And that’s exactly — he’s not talking about 

Gerald Ford, but he’s talking about that short period there between Nixon and Carter in 

the mid ‘70s when Gerald Ford was President.  But it’s a beautiful book. 

 The Witches of Eastwich, 1984.  Anybody read that?  Did you see the movie?  

You read the book too?  Did you think it was funny?  I think that book is funny and it’s a 

pretty good movie.  Who’s in there?  Jack Nicholson plays the devil.  Michelle Pfeifer, 

Susan Sarandon, and Cher.  This guy comes to town and there’s something strange 

about him.  And these three witches — and they’re really witches — they realize there’s 

somebody more powerful than they are on the block when they hook up.  And Jack 

Nicholson is perfect in it.  Anyway, it’s funny. 

 Oh, he takes a lot of chances.  He wrote a book called The Coup about the 

overthrow of a government in Africa, in West Africa, and he’d never been to Africa.  He 

just made it all up.  He wrote one called Brazil.  He had visited Brazil, but he made up 

most of that.  He wrote one book called S from a Woman’s Point of View.  In — let’s 

see.  They mention this one.  Gertrude and Claudius came out in 2000.  It’s the story of 

— well, Gertrude and Claudius, Hamlet’s mother and his uncle, and how they got 

together.  It’s a prequel to Hamlet.  I haven’t read it because the idea is so awful that I 

just haven’t been able to bring myself to it yet. 

 His latest, 2003, is called Seek My Face which is based on the art scene in New 
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York in America in the ‘70s, ‘60s and ‘70s, as far as I can tell.  Abstract expressionism 

and all of that.  At any rate — oh, In the Beauty of the Lilies, 1996.  It’s about that thick.  

It’s a big one.  He covers, I think, three generations.  And I believe when Updike wrote 

that he had decided he wanted to write his tour de force.  He wanted to write his big 

one.  He wanted to write his great book.  And it is truly a very, very, very fine novel. 

 The other thing about John Updike is he writes popular fiction.  I mean, it sells.  If 

you wait around long enough, if you’re a collector like I am and which I ought to wait 

around more often, they get remaindered a lot and they often show up on the — you 

know, for cheap.  But they are bought and he winds up on the best-seller list nearly 

every time he brings out a novel. 

 But he’s also extraordinarily popular with the Academy, with Ph.D. candidates 

who need material for their doctoral theses and people who need to write criticism 

because Updike is such a stylist and because he also has themes that are important: 

responsibility, marriage, childbirth, childhood, death, God.  An important theme is God.  

He has a book called Roger’s Version in which he tries — the hero is attempting to 

prove the existence of God through mathematics.  I’ll let it go at that.  That’s not how 

that works out. 

 He has another story called Pigeon Feathers in which this young boy — I think 

he’s 11 or 12 — has come to a crisis of faith.  He’s wondering whether or not there is a 

God.  And someone hires him — the sister, I believe — she gives him like a quarter or a 

nickel for all the pigeons he can kill in their barn that’s been overrun with pigeons.  Well, 

he’s out there with a pellet gun or whatever and as he kills these birds, he lines them up 
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on the ground, you know, for the body count so he can collect.  And the sun strikes their 

feathers and you know how oily a pigeon feather is and it gives out that iridescence, that 

rainbow effect.  And he looks at these dead pigeons and he looks at the beauty of these 

dead pigeons, their glowing feathers, and he thinks, “There must be a God to create 

beauty like this,” you know.  Now, to extrapolate the existence of God from a pile of 

dead birds is kind of an odd thing to me, but this is this boy’s story.  It’s not Updike’s 

theology; it’s this boy’s story. 

 Well, “Separating” first appeared in The New Yorker in 1975 when Updike was 43 

and it was collected in a collection of short stories called Problems in 1980, which is a 

very apt title for that book.  He has great titles.  “A Month of Sundays” is about a 

minister who cannot stay faithful.  He’s always counseling people who are having 

marital difficulties and the next thing you know, he’s one of the marital difficulties.  But 

it’s kind of fun to read. 

 What’d you think of “Separating”?  Statistically — well, statistically half of you will 

divorce one day and also statistically most of you have already been touched by 

divorce, either by your own divorce, or parents or siblings or close relatives, so divorce 

touches us all the time.  So I would imagine there might even have been some personal 

resonance when you read this perhaps.  Considering especially the fact that this 

involves children and all of you were children at one time.  And some of you were 

children during a divorce.  I’m not asking for hands.  I just know it’s true. 

 Well, let me put it this way about this story and then I want to go through it.  Paul 

Theroux — T-h-e-r-o-u-x, Paul Theroux, who’s another good novelist, a contemporary of 
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Updike’s — Theroux is best known really for his travel writing.  He writes beautiful, 

beautiful books about travel.  And Paul Theroux had an essay about Updike one time 

and in it he said, “Speaking of this story” — talking about Point of View — “what’s the 

point of view of this story?” 

 We haven’t talked about technique very much.  Who tells the story?  Is it first 

person?  It’s not first person, but whose mind do we get inside?  We get inside 

Richard’s mind.  And every now and then there’ll be a statement that will say, “She 

didn’t have to say that,” which is clearly Richard’s opinion.  We see that it’s Richard’s 

mind that sees the image of that white face.  We’re told what Richard thinks, what 

Richard sees, what Richard tastes, the itch in the back of Richard’s throat as he cracks 

the lobster’s back and the delicious tears that he feels in this awful scene with those 

children.  So it’s called selected omniscience, is one way to call it.  It’s third person but 

only one character’s thoughts and so forth are known or are revealed to the reader. 

 There’s not really from Richard’s point of view, although Richard is the only one 

whose feelings we know.  We have to surmise from — well, we can see how upset John 

is by the way he acts with the salad and the cigarette.  The daughter, Judith, is so 

sophisticated, back from a year in England and la-de-dah and this and that, and “Oh, 

don’t be silly.  Don’t separate.  If you don’t love each other anymore, just get a divorce.”  

She’s all grown at 20.  As he says, “Well, we raised one of them.”   

 I don’t believe the age of his oldest son, Richard, is ever really specified, but he 

seems to be about 17.  Of course, Richard is the one who gets the best line, the one-

word line, in the whole story.  But we can kind of tell how upset he is.  Little bitty things.  
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For instance, he tells — when our hero, Richard, tells his son — our hero — when the 

consciousness tells the boy about how his little brother behaved, he says, “Did he?”  

And a couple of sentences later he says, “Did he?”  He repeats himself and that is what 

gives his father the clue to how upset he really is, even if he’s trying to be calm.  But we 

judge from what the consciousness perceives and by the actions of the other 

characters.  But only with Richard do we know what he thinks and how he feels. 

 Back to Paul Theroux, Paul Theroux says that John Updike stacked the deck.  

He didn’t say “stack the deck,” he said, “Updike has weighted the argument — weighted 

the argument — in favor of Richard by telling it more or less from Richard’s point of 

view.”  From selected omniscience of Richard’s point of view.  Do you think that Updike 

did that?  Does Richard come off as the noble one in this?  If there’s an argument 

between somebody, it’d have to be Richard and his wife.  Which one of them comes off 

best — or better? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 She’s calm.  He started it all.  He’s the one who began this affair.  Well, you 

know, she doesn’t cry.  You know, he’s boo-hooing and boo-hooing in front of the 

children and she doesn’t cry.  She says, “I can’t cry anymore.  I’ve cried all spring.  I’ve 

cried since this began.  I’m out,” you know.  And then she says, “He wants to tell ‘em all 

at one time” and she thinks the best thing to do is to tell ‘em one at a time, as 

individuals.  Treat ‘em like individuals.  And so she refuses to go along with this all-at-

on-time thing. 

 So what does he do?  He forces the issue.  “Why is Daddy crying?”  And she has 
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to tell them, in fact, in the kitchen.  And then he goes out and explains to little John, and 

then she says, “You still have to do Dickie.”  I like the way she puts it: “You still have to 

do Dickie.  I’m not gonna do all your dirty work for you.”  Oh, that mean woman.  When 

he comes back after telling Dickie in the car from the train station, what’s the first thing 

he does when he goes in the house?  You remember this?  What’s he do? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 He wakes her up first.  She’s asleep.  You know, maybe that’s part of — I’m 

trying to think of what real thought was weighted in his favor.  For instance, you know, 

they had this big talk and he looks over there — it’s midnight.  They’ve had a big day.  

They’ve had a huge dinner with a lot of wine and he has to pick the kid up at the train 

station at like one o’clock in the morning, and he looks over there and she’s asleep like 

— as if she were dead.  Well, how could she sleep at a time like this?  Well, he doesn’t 

care.  He’s gonna come back at two o’clock in the morning.  Wake her up.  “I told him.”  

And she goes down there and sees about the kid. 

 And once more it says she has to give him courage.  They’ve been married for, 

what — it says, I think.  The oldest child is like 20.  They’ve been married 25 years or 

so, and she’s always given him courage.  His whole life, it seems to me, she has 

bucked him up, hasn’t she?  I don’t know.  Seems to me if it’s weighted towards 

anybody — I mean, an omniscient narrator is supposed to be kind of even — oh, it 

doesn’t have to be even-handed.  He can certainly comment and tell you what he 

thinks.  Like Tolstoy or Henry Fielding in the oldest tradition.  But did you get the feeling 

that he was pleading Richard’s cause? 
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 Let’s look at it and just look at a couple of more things.  The Maples.  By the way, 

this couple has appeared in many of the stories from the very beginning.  But they have 

a strategy for their disillusion.  They’ve planned out how they’re gonna do this.  Second 

paragraph, 2269.  He’s gone out to check the tennis court.  He has to do all this 

maintenance before he leaves, before he separates, and he’s already got his 

apartment.  It says, “Years ago the Maples had observed how often, among their 

friends, divorce followed a dramatic home improvement, as if the marriage were making 

one last twitchy effort to live.”  Have you ever noticed that?  People do that.  They’ll 

build a pool.  That’s better than having a child.  Sometimes they try to save the marriage 

by having a child, which seems to me kind of a dreadful error.  I got a letter from a friend 

of mine, oh, about 20 years ago and I asked about this couple that I hadn’t seen for 

awhile, and I said, “How are the Smiths doing?”  Anyway, he wrote back and he said, 

“Oh, the Smiths,” he said.  “Well, they’re either getting new furniture or a divorce, I 

forget which.”  But I though, “Well, one, if you get the furniture, the divorce will follow 

probably.” 

 And he tells us about how Richard had wanted to do it all at once, but “her plan 

had turned one hurdle for him into four--four knife-sharp walls, each with a sheer blind 

drop on the other side.”  Who’s Richard worried about?  Whose feelings is Richard 

concerned with?  His own.  He’s worrying about how he’s gonna handle this.  He 

doesn’t want to hurt these kids.  He doesn’t want to tell them about it.  But at the same 

time, he’d sure like to get it all over with at one time. 

 It says, in the middle of the next paragraph, “His scull cupped a secret, a white 
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face, a face both frightened and soothing, both strange and known, that he wanted to 

shield from tears, which he felt all about him, solid as the sunlight.”  And, of course, that 

face that he’s thinking of is the other woman. 

 Well, he’s got to fix the lock.  Updike’s heros are all — or heroes.  Updike’s 

characters are always involved in potidian things that all of us really do.  They’re 

changing the storm windows.  I remember when a story began that way.  A man is at his 

mother’s house, changing her storm windows or taking them down.  The little what Frost 

called considerations of life are always in here.  Miraculously, you know, people have to 

stop and get gasoline in Updike’s stories. 

 And he looks at this property.  “The bushes already needed pruning, the 

windward side of the house was shedding flakes of paint” — that’s another big theme in 

Updike is materialism.  All his characters are very aware of their possessions and other 

people’s possessions, and what they want and what they desire and what they want to 

acquire, at the expense usually of their spirituality and their souls.  But that’s not this 

case so much, but it’s such a real, true, middle-class house — upper middle-class 

house with a tennis court.  

 “The bushes already needed pruning, the windward side of the house was 

shedding flakes of paint, rain would get in when he was gone, insects, rot, death.”  Now, 

whose feeling is that?  Whose thought is that?  That’s Richard’s again.  He’s kind of a 

dramatic man, isn’t he?  “Ohhh, the water’s gonna get in these windows and rot it out.  

This whole thing needs caulking up here. The insects will get in if I don’t do that, and 

then it will rot and death eventually will come in” -- because of his guilt.  He’s 
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overwhelmed with guilt that he’s pushing back.  “His family, all those he would lose, 

filtered through the edges of his awareness as he struggled with screw holes, splinters, 

opaque instructions, minutiae of metal.”  I don’t know if you’ve ever installed a lack or 

anything like that on a door, but minutiae of metal and opaque instructions are perfect 

descriptions of that kind of thing. 

 Well, we get the children introduced.  Judith is 19 or 20, the oldest, and then 

John, 15, and the little girl who’s 13.  Richard asks Judith, the oldest girl, “Do you still 

want to live in England forever?”  “Forever: the concept, now a reality upon him, 

pressed and scratched at the back of his throat.” 

 Have you ever felt that feeling previous to tears, previous to thinking you might 

lose it?  Did you feel a scratching, a little itch, at the back of your throat?  Some of us 

feel heat behind the eyes.  I always feel a twitch, a little twitch, in my chin — on my lip, I 

guess.  That’s a — when, oh, a man who shall be unnamed.  But when Buddy used to 

pin me down, you know, with his knees in my armpits and, you know, the grass up the 

nose and the — you know, a little gob of — you don’t want to cry, you know, but feel like 

going, “Oh, him gonna cry,” you know.  “Oh, him have a bad mouth on him,” you know.  

But anyway.  I was sort of satisfied years later in high school when Buddy “had to get 

married.”  Oh, those were times that you won’t even believe.  Another time.  I don’t 

know.  Things come back, you know.  If you treat people badly, you get treated badly in 

your turn.  We can probably cut that from the tape. 

 At any rate, “the partition between himself” — middle of the next paragraph — 

and the tears broke.  Richard sat down to the celebratory meal with the back of his 
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throat aching; the champagne, the lobster seemed phases of sunshine; he saw them 

and tasted them through tears.”  Isn’t that a pathetic picture, this guy eating his lobster 

with the tears coming down his face?  “Tears dropped from his nose as he broke the 

lobster’s back; salt flavored his champagne as he sipped it; the raw clench at the back 

of his throat was delicious.  He could not help himself.”  He has wanted this catharsis.  

He has wanted to let go.  And he can’t help it. 

 Then he hears the boy ask in the kitchen, “Why is Daddy crying?”  And comes 

back and the mother is told about the so-called separation.  They’re lying.  It’s not a 

separation.  They think it’ll be easier on the kids to go at this gradually.  And the girl is 

the one who says, “I think it’s silly.  You should either live together or get divorced.”  

She’s the only adult in the crowd. 

 And look at the way they talk around things.  Richard says to them — second 

paragraph, next page — “We do get along, that’s the trouble, so it doesn’t show even to 

us--”  

“That we do not love each other” was the rest of the sentence; he couldn’t 

finish it.  Joan finished for him, in her style.  “And we’ve always, 

especially, loved our children.”  John was not mollified.  “What do you 

care about us?” he boomed.  “We’re just little things you had.” 

Doesn’t that sound like something a kid would say -- has been said, perhaps has been 

heard by John Updike?  I don’t know. 

 And then he acts silly with that cigarette and the salad.  But his father tells him 

when he takes him outside — first paragraph, next page: 
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He told his son, “We’ll think about getting you transferred [from the school 

he doesn’t like].  Life’s too short to be miserable.” 

What’s the year on this?  Published in 1980, published first in 1975.  This is the ‘80s.  

This is the me.  This is the age of therapy and find your bliss and seek your own 

happiness and take care of yourself first, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera. 

 Anyway.  He tells Joan, back in bed — notice that they’re still sleeping in the 

same bed -- he says: “I’m sorry.  I couldn’t stop.  I wanted to but couldn’t.”  She says, 

“You didn’t want to.  You loved it.  You were having your way, making a general 

announcement.”  She sees through him and I guess that’s what Paul Theroux thinks is 

weighted in her favor — weighted in his favor. 

 And Richard says, “They never questioned the reasons we gave.  No thought of 

a third person.  Not even Judith.”  “That was touching,” Joan said.  Wasn’t that 

thoughtful of him to bring that up at this point?  I know what.  Since it doesn’t matter to 

me, I’ll mention the other woman.  Not a thought of a third person.  Oh, that was 

touching.  Thank you for bringing that up. 

He gave her a hug.  “You were great too.  Thank you.”  Guiltily, he realized 

he did not feel separated. 

“You still have Dickie to do,” she told him. 

 Well, he’s at a concert.  He’s gonna come in at one o’clock.  And he tells his wife 

at the top of the next page, “If I could undo it all, I would.”  What a liar.  If I could undo it 

all, I would.  She says, “Where would you begin?”  “There was no place.  Giving him 

courage, she was always giving him courage.” 
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 When he parks across from the railroad station to wait for his son and these kids 

he’s taking home, he lies down on the passenger seat of the car.  Now, everybody’s 

done that.  Do you remember what he smells?  “The synthetic fabric of the car seat, 

warmed by his cheek, confided to him an ancient, distant scent of vanilla.”  That’s pure 

Updike.  That kind of sensory detail, minute detail, and recognizable detail.  One of the 

great pleasures of literature is recognition.  Now, I don’t recommend that you go out and 

sniff your car seat to see what kind of odors it may be reeking of, but at the same time 

when does that odor of vanilla from that car seat — what does that tell us?  Where’d it 

come from? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 Probably ice cream on some happier day when the kids were smaller and they 

had all gone to the Burger Queen or something like that and had ice cream and had 

spilled it, and it’s still on the seat.  It’s almost — that’s not the epiphany but it sure could 

be one to start it. 

 Well, they drive by that church that they attend.  Notice that they go to church.  

These are — at least in name, these are religious people.  “They turned the corner; the 

church they went to loomed like a gutted fort” — which is kind of a reference to the 

burned church in Couples.  “The home of the woman Richard hoped to marry stood 

across the green.  Her bedroom light burned.”   

 So here he’s gonna tell him.   

“Your mother and I,” he said, “have decided to separate.   For the 

summer.  Nothing legal, no divorce yet.  We want to see how it feels.  For 
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some years now, we haven’t been doing enough for each other, making 

each other as happy as we should be.  Have you sensed that?” 

“No,” the boy said.  It was an honest, unemotional answer; true or false in 

a quiz. 

No, he hadn’t sensed that.  He didn’t know about any of this.  Had Richard rehearsed 

what he was gonna say to him?  Doesn’t that sound like something he’s already 

planned to say? 

 Then he says — two-thirds down, 

“Dickie, I want to tell you something.  This last hour, waiting for your train 

to get in, has been about the worst of my life.” [Oh, how I’m suffering 

through this.] I hate this.  Hate it.  My father would have died before doing 

it to me.”   

I know you get sick of writing “irony” in the margins of your books.  I know I must’ve had 

a lot of irony in the books I read early in college because all my early college books are 

“irony, irony, irony, irony” down the margin.  But wasn’t that a nice one?  “My father 

would have died before doing it to me.”  I wish Dickie would say, “Then why are you 

going it?” 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 He does.  He does before it’s over.  He sure does.  “He felt immensely lighter, 

saying this.”  Ohh, I feel better now.  “He had dumped the mountain on the boy.”  I don’t 

believe that Updike has weighted this story in favor of Richard if he can have a 

sentence in there when Richard himself realizes that he’s dumped the mountain.   
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 Well, he comes back and wakes his wife.  She goes down to talk to Dickie.  

Detail — bottom of the page: “Richard sat on the warm place she had indented on the 

child’s narrow mattress.”  Have you ever sat down where somebody just got up?  I 

mean, this kind of detail.  That’s his wife.  That’s the woman that was the mother of all 

these kids.  Some things just don’t seem to change and he doesn’t seem to realize it.  

Well, make small talk with the kid about “if you don’t want to go to work at the golf 

course, you don’t have to,” and this and that.  And then the ending.  And, boy, when 

Updike wants to whack you, he can. 

  A few years ago one of my students — and I can’t think of his name at this 

moment — but he wrote a play based on this story, a one-act play.  And the dialogue 

was word for word from the story, but, of course, he had to get the characterization in in 

many other ways and the staging.  In fact, they put it on at the Vandivort Theater.  They 

did a series of original one-acts and it’s one of the best things I’ve seen by a student or 

anybody.  I think it’s publishable if he could get Updike’s permission, but he sure did 

produce it.  

 And this was at a period when we had some really, really — some very strong 

actors at SMS in the Theater Department as we usually do, but they were a particularly 

strong group, and they put this on.  And when I went to it I kept wondering, “How are 

they gonna do the last scene?  How’re they gonna do this?  Are they really going to 

have a kiss?  Is it really going to occur?  How will the audience take it?”   Well, they got 

to this part and Richard goes — is sitting on the bed of the boy: 

Richard bent to kiss an averted face but his son, sinewy, turned and with 
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wet cheeks embraced him and gave him a kiss, on the lips, passionate as 

a woman’s.  In his father’s ear he moaned one word, the crucial, intelligent 

word: Why?” 

Why.  It was a whistle of wind in a crack, a knife thrust, a window thrown 

open on emptiness.  The white face was gone, the darkness was 

featureless.  Richard had forgotten why. 

The audience, by the way, was stunned.  It was a good play.  It really went over well. 

 I don’t think that Richard wins.  I think Richard is just beginning a long period of 

loss and that that’s what that story is probably about.  Is it sanctimonious, is it moralistic, 

is it saying divorce is never right?  Is it judgmental?  I think so.  I think it’s not talking 

about divorce, it’s talking about jerks.  It’s talking about character.  It’s not the situation, 

it’s the way it’s handled.  It’s the way it’s reacted to.  And there’s another epiphany even 

though it’s a negative one ‘cause he doesn’t know.   

 Okay.  I’ll see you all. 

  


